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ABSTRACT 
 

The use of credit scoring can be used to assist the analysis of credit risk in assessing the eligibility of the applicant. As a 

valuable method for credit rating, data mining has been proven. Many credit scoring models for determining the 

creditworthiness of loan applicants have been established over the last few years. With an obligation to repay over a period of 

time, credit provides access to capital today, There may be financial sources, or they may consist of goods or services. Today, 

credit has become a very necessary component of daily life. Although credit cards are currently the most common type of loan, 

other credit plans include, among others, residential mortgages, car loans , student loans, small business loans, commercial 

lending and bonds. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Business of providing loan is increasingly flattering a foremost goal for many banks; as a consequence there is lofty rivalry in 

the middle of the monetary establishments in India foremost to non-payment of the majority loans. In sort to lift the excellence of 

charitable loans and decrease the peril engross in charitable advance, credit score sculpt have been urbanized by banks and 

researchers to get enhanced the procedure of analysis credit value throughout the credit assessment procedure. This study uses 

chronological data on expenditure, demographic individuality and numerical system to create logistic deterioration model and to 

make out the imperative demographic distinctiveness correlated to credit threat. The logistic failure model was used to devise a 

logistic deterioration model calculator, which was used to estimate the likelihood of evasion. Customer’s age, sex, employment, 

quantity of reliant, marital class and sum of credits are used. Married patrons fail to pay additional the patrons who are not marital 

and the privileged number of reliant, the upper the non-payment tempo. The self-employment customers evade extra than wage 

earners. It was found out that the elevated the sum of loan composed the superior the likelihood of default. 

 

2. REVIEW SURVEY 
K. Kavitha, 2016: The corresponding credit risk cost for three real-life credit scoring data sets. Besides the well-known 

classification algorithms (e.g. linear discriminate analysis, logistic regression, neural networks and k-nearest neighbour), we also 

investigate the suitability and performance of some recently proposed, advanced data mining techniques such as support vector 

machines (SVMs), classification and regression tree (CART), and multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS). Using the 

classification accuracy and cost of credit scoring errors assesses the performance. 

  

Adnan Dzelihodzic, Dzenana Donko: Credit risk assessment is very important research field with wide application in the      

practice. Even if there is a hundreds of research, models and methods, it is still hard to say which model is the best or which 

classifier or which data mining technique is the best. Each model depends on particular data set or attributes set, so it is very 

important to develop flexible model, which is adaptable to every dataset or attribute set. In order to have better accuracy of model 

every model should be tested by credit staff because their knowledge can help to improve our models.    
 

Ling Kock Sheng1 and Teh Ying Wah: This observation and relationship could be validated if more records are obtained for 

testing the models. This could further improve predictive accuracy. It will be good if an incremental decision tree technique is 

made available to see if it will exceed what the current tool is able to improve on. The successful completion of this research has 

provided new insights into the use of data mining tools and techniques in a bank. Factors such as the sample size, the equal-length 

partition sizes and the training and testing partition size have had an effect on predictive accuracy. The objectives put forward was 

successfully met with the identification of a batch classifier and model that attain a higher level of predictive accuracy beyond that 

is initially expected. 
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3. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
Valuable information from historical data can yield knowledge and predict future attributes with the help of data mining. A 

decision support system based on data mining techniques can be employed to improve the quality and to enhance the performance 

of credit risk processing in banking sector. The objectives for this synopsis are as follows: 

• To study and collect information from the data-set of customers. 

• To identify the best classifier algorithm into good and bad classes. 

 

4. METHODOLOGY 
Step 1  Data selection. 

Step 2  Data pre-processing. 

 

Splitting training and test datasets. 

Step 3  Feature selection. 

Step 4  Identify best classification model. 

Step 5  Predicting class levels of test datasets and evaluate prediction. 

 

5. OPEN SOURCE TOOLS FOR DATA MINING 
Data mining is an array of a mixture of performance like blueprint enjoyment, statistics, machine learning, etc. Whereas there is a 

good amount of association flank by mechanism learning and data mining, as in cooperation go hand in hand and machine 

learning algorithms are used for mining data and will imprison in this leader to only those tools exacting for data mining. 

 

5.1 Weka  

Weka is a Java based free and open source software comprises a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining. It 

posts tools for data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering, association rules and visualization. It lets you import the 

raw data from a variety of file formats, and ropes well known algorithms for different mining actions like filtering, clustering, 

classification and attribute selection.  

 

5.2 Weka Results Output: Write Parameters used 

TP = true positives: number of examples predicted positive that are actually positive  

FP = false positives: number of examples predicted positive that are actually negative  

TN = true negatives: number of examples predicted negative that are actually negative 

FN = false negatives: number of examples predicted negative that are actually positive 

 

5.3 Accuracy 

Accuracy is how lock a calculated rate is to the actual rate.  

Accuracy is distinct in the stipulations of correctly confidential occurrence divided by the total number of instances at hand in the 

dataset. 

Accuracy= (TP+TN)/total 

Where TP- True Positive, TN- True Negative 

 

6. RESULT IMPLEMENTATION 
All the Class label outputs are copied to an excel file for each test instance or row, and the actual Class labels are also pasted into 

the same file in the next column. When comparing the two rows, this file is identified in reading by a java code and the correctly 

and incorrectly labeled instances. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Detail of Dataset 
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Prediction accuracy and confusion matrix obtained by using Naïve Bayes 

 
 

Naïve – Bayes Accuracy – 75.4% accuracy and confusion matrix obtained by using J48 (Decision Tree) 

 

 
J48 Algorithm Result 

 

Decision Tree Accuracy – 70.5% 

 

Table 1: Correct and Incorrect Classified Result: 

Classifier Algorithm Correct classified Incorrect Classified Accuracy 

Naïve  Bayes Algorithm 745/1000 246/1000 75.4% 

Decision Tree Algorithm 705/1000 295/1000 70.5% 

Zero R Algorithm 700/1000 300/1000 70% 

 

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The prediction accuracy of defaulter instances obtained by using Cost Sensitive Learning is considerably good as compared to 

results obtained by not using it. The overall classification results also seem to be relatively balanced. ‘Duration’, ‘employment’ 

and ‘age’ are the most important factors for predicting the class of the loan applicant (whether the applicant would ‘default’ or 

‘not’) in case of the credit dataset. ’Job Personal_ status’ and own telephone’ are found to be the least significant attributes for 

prediction. Credit history’ and ‘interest rate’ are the most important factors for predicting the class of the loan applicant (whether 

the applicant would ‘default’ or ‘not’).  
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